
Digital Finance Conference 

Digital Finance – Disrupting for the better 

#digifin is finally back in town Join us live in Berlin, Germany’s capital of Tech, to celebrate the thriving
financial ecosystem with world-renowned national and international FinTechs and InsurTechs, established
players, regulatory experts, and political decision-makers.

Because your voice matters You hate boring conferences? We do, too! Voice your views and engage with your
fellow digital finance peers: payment geeks, crypto moon shooters, insurance nerds and banking pros. Disruption
in digital finance is inevitable, so take the wheel and drive the change you want to see. Shape the ecosystem with
us. Join the #digifin22 family!

What stirs up finance? Expand and share your knowledge about technology, business growth, regulatory
frameworks, and business models. After years of online meetings, #digifin22 is your chance to learn through
interactive panels from the best in class. Loosen your tie and get ready for #digifin22.

#digifin22 addresses the latest topics in the industry 

Business models: Disrupting the next multi-billion $ business? Tell us more. Over the last years, a myriad of
B2B and B2C models have built the basis for the future finance eco system.  We see growing specialization
(X-a-a-S) and many new opportunities being chased from incumbents and challengers. Let’s have a look behind
the curtain.   

Growth: Scale-ups, unicorns, zebras, acquisitions. Move fast and destroy build things. Growing fast comes with
challenges – we want to shine a light on aspects such as VC, talents, or growth pains. Join us and have a look at
what’s beyond the iceberg’s surface. 

Regulatory frameworks: Chief Regulatory Officers, the buzzkills of business development? No, not really.
Hardly any other sector is as reliant on and determined by its regulatory frameworks. Regulation brings trust but
may also cause difficulties – let’s jump right in and discuss some of the current challenges and opportunities.

Technology: Fin doesn’t go without Tech. Whilst state-of-the-art tech may have been a differentiator in the past,
it has become a prerequisite for thriving financial services. Learn about the latest developments in tech.

Beginn:

Mittwoch, 1. Juni 2022, 10:00 Uhr   
Ende:
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Deutschland   
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